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Abstract. Compositional verification has long been regarded as an ef-
fective technique for extending the use of symbolic model checking to
large, component-based systems. This paper explores the effectiveness of
the technique for large-scale complex IT systems (LSCITS). In particu-
lar, we investigate how compositional verification can be used to reverify
LSCITS safety properties efficiently after the frequent changes that char-
acterise these systems. We identify several LSCITS change patterns—
including component failure, join and choice—and propose an approach
that uses assume-guarantee compositional verification to reverify prob-
abilistic safety properties compositionally in scenarios associated with
these patterns. The application of this approach is illustrated using a
case study from the area of cloud computing.

1 Introduction

A variant of symbolic model checking termed compositional verification has
proved particularly effective in extending the applicability of formal verifica-
tion to large, component-based systems [1, 2, 14, 21, 25, 27, 29]. This technique
analyses the components of a system independently, and derives global system
properties through verifying a composition of its component-level properties. The
state-transition models verified in both steps of the technique are often orders
of magnitude smaller than a monolithic model of the same system.

However, traditional compositional verification is less effective for a class
of IT systems of growing practical importance, namely large-scale complex IT
systems (LSCITS). LSCITS are affected by regular component failures, joins
and departures, and by frequent modifications in environment and requirements
[9, 28, 31]. This continual change has the effect of quickly invalidating the result
of any compositional verification, which is based on a set of models that are
accurate for only a short period of time.

Recent research has used (quantitative) model checking techniques at run-
time, to ensure that IT systems continue to comply with their requirements



after changes similar to those experienced by LSCITS [5, 6, 12, 17, 20, 24]. The
approach proposed in this work involves monitoring the running system, and
verifying an updated model of its behaviour whenever an environment or system
change is identified. If the runtime verification confirms that the system contin-
ues to comply with its requirements, no further action is required. Otherwise,
the verification results are used to guide a self-adaptation process through which
the system adjusts its parameters to reinstate the compliance with its require-
ments. While the approach proved effective in applications ranging from dynamic
power management [4, 11, 12] to quality-of-service optimisation in service-based
systems [5, 6, 17], none of the systems in these applications was an LSCITS.

This paper presents the results of our work to integrate techniques from the
areas of compositional verification and runtime model checking. We envisage that
a successful integration of the two types of techniques will extend the benefits
of our recent work on runtime model checking [5, 6, 8, 10, 12] to larger systems,
and ultimately to certain classes of LSCITS.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we overview exist-
ing compositional verification techniques, focusing on the probabilistic assume-
guarantee approach used in our work. In Section 3, we identify several LSCITS
change patterns, and we explain how assume-guarantee compositional verification
can be used reverify compliance with safety properties incrementally in scenar-
ios associated with these patterns. A running example from the area of cloud
computing is used to illustrate these results throughout this section. Finally,
Section 4 summarises the contributions of our work and discusses a number of
future research directions.

2 From monolithic to compositional verification

2.1 Running example

We will illustrate the concepts and verification techniques discussed in the paper
using the three-tier software service whose deployment on cloud infrastructure
is depicted in Figure 1. Several instances of each of the three components (or
functions) of this service—Web, Application and Database—are run on different
virtual machines (VMs) that are located on four physical servers.

Note that while the system in Figure 1 is not a large system, it can be easily
scaled up to become one by using standard cloud infrastructure functionality
to increase the number of servers, virtual machines and “function” instances,
potentially by many orders of magnitude. Indeed, some of the discussion later in
the paper assumes this to be the case. Likewise, running a scaled-up version of
the service across multiple cloud data-centres (an increasingly common practice
for some users of cloud infrastructure [16, 33]) can augment the system with
LSCITS-specific characteristics.

2.2 Background

Model checking a component-based system involves verifying if the parallel com-
position of n > 1 interdependent models of the system components and environ-
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Fig. 1. Three-tier service deployed on cloud infrastructure

ment M1, M2, . . . , Mn satisfies a set of requirements R:

M1 ‖ M2 ‖ . . . ‖ Mn |= R. (1)

Each model Mi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, comprises a finite set of states Si and a state
transition relation Ti ⊆ Si × Si with the property that for every state s ∈ Si

there is at least a state s ′ ∈ Si such that (s, s ′) ∈ Ti . The states in Si correspond
to possible states of the modelled real-world component or environment element,
and Ti encodes the possible transitions between these states. A labelling function
Li : Si → APi is used to associate each state with a set of atomic propositions
that are true in that state, and s0i ∈ Si denotes the initial state of Mi . Formally,

Mi = (Si , s
0
i ,Ti ,Li), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, (2)

is termed a Kripke structure over the set of atomic propositions APi .
The requirements R are formulae defined over ∪ni=1APi and expressed in ex-

tensions of propositional logic that support reasoning about the timing of events
in the system. These temporal logics are used to specify desirable sequences of
transitions between system states without referring to time explicitly. In par-
ticular, temporal logic formulae can specify safety properties (e.g., “the server
failure state is never entered”) and liveness properties (e.g., “the VM is eventu-
ally migrated to an operational server”).

These concepts are illustrated in Figure 2, which depicts a model of a single
physical server from our running example from Figure 1. We assume that the
server has initially NDISK disks, NCPU CPUs and NMEM memory blocks that
are operational, but that each of these components can fail over time. To ensure
that such component failures do not lead to failures of the VMs running on the
server, the server is provided with a hardware failure detection mechanism. When
multiple failures of components of the same type make the server “unsafe”, this
mechanism triggers the migration of the VMs to another physical server.
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Fig. 2. State transition model of a physical server. The states labelled with the atomic
proposition detect are reached if multiple component failures render the server “unsafe”
and the failure detection mechanism operates correctly. For our running example, the
server is deemed unsafe when it is left with only two disks or one CPU or two memory
blocks that are operational.

The model in Figure 2 supports the verification of safety properties such as
“it is never the case that the failure of all server components of the same type
(i.e., all disks or all CPUs or all memory blocks) is not detected” over a fixed
time period (e.g., one year). The state transitions of this model correspond to:

– individual components failures (e.g., the transition (s0, s1) corresponds to
the failure of the first disk within the analysed time period);

– individual components being operational at the end of the considered time
period (e.g., the transition (s0, s2) is taken if the first disk is operational
throughout the considered time period);

– the failure detection mechanism operating correctly (i.e., the three transi-
tions depicted using thick lines in the transition graph from Figure 2);

– if applicable, the incorrect operation of the failure detection mechanism (i.e.,
the three transitions represented with dotted lines).

To keep the model small, the first two types of state transitions are included for a
component only when the failure or correct operation of that component has an
impact on the safety properties that we are interested in. For instance, state s2 is
reached if at least one of the disks remains operational throughout the considered
time period. Therefore, the model does not include any transitions leaving s2 or
a state reachable from s2 and modelling the failure or correct operation of a
disk; and all these states are labelled with the atomic proposition “disks > 0”.
Choosing the right level of abstraction for the model in this way is essential in
order to reduce the size of its state space.



The safety property “it is never the case that the failure of all disks or all
CPUs or all memory blocks is not detect-ed” can be expressed formally using
the G (globally) and U (until) linear-time temporal logic (LTL) operators:

G[¬(¬detect U disk = 0 ∨ cpu = 0 ∨ mem = 0)]. (3)

This property is satisfied by the server model if and only if the state transitions
represented with dotted lines in Figure 2 are not present. We make this observa-
tion by examining every single path (i.e., sequence of transitions) from the initial
state s0 to the state labelled with the atomic proposition “disk = 0 ∨ cpu = 0 ∨
mem = 0”, and noting that it includes a state labelled “detect” if and only if
the dotted-line transitions are not part of the model.

Various modelling formalisms support the verification of reliability, perfor-
mance and cost-related properties by additionally annotating the model tran-
sitions and/or states with probabilities, transition rates and costs/rewards, re-
spectively. For instance, annotating the state transitions from our server model
in Figure 2 with probabilities allows the verification of probabilistic safety prop-
erties such as “the probability that the failure of all server components of the
same type is detected is at least 0.999”. This property can be expressed formally
in probabilistic computation tree logic (PCTL) as

P≥0.999[G[¬(¬detect U disk = 0 ∨ cpu = 0 ∨ mem = 0)]], (4)

where P is the probabilistic PCTL operator.
Finally, component interactions are modelled by annotating the state tran-

sitions of the models Mi = (Si , s
0
i ,Ti ,Li) from (2) with actions from an action

alphabet αi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. When a transition (s, s ′) ∈ Ti is annotated with action
a ∈ αi , it can be taken when model Mi is in state s only at the same time with
an a-annotated transition in every other model Mj 6= Mi whose action alphabet
also includes a, 1 ≤ j ≤ n.

Figure 3 shows a variant of the server model in which transitions are anno-
tated with both probabilities and actions. The former support the verification
of the probabilistic safety property (4). The latter enable the modelling of the
interaction between the server and the other components of the system in Fig-
ure 1, e.g., through the parallel composition of the server model Mserver with
the model Mweb+app of the two Web and two App(lication) instances running
on Server A or on Server B. This model (shown in Figure 4) comprises state
transitions annotated with the actions “server down”, “warn” and “server up”
that also belong to the action alphabet for the server model. The Mweb+app state
transitions corresponding to the actions shared between the two models are not
annotated with probabilities like all the other Mweb+app state transitions, as
these probabilities depend on the server behaviour and are unknown until the
two models are composed.

The way in which we established the safety property (3) by examining every
path starting at the initial state s0 of the model in Figure 2 is applicable only
to models that are relatively small or have a particularly regular structure. Ad-
vanced model checking techniques including symbolic model checking and partial
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Fig. 3. Model Mserver for the running example: annotating the state transitions of the
server model with probabilities and actions enables the verification of probabilistic
safety properties and the modelling of component interactions, respectively.

order reduction overcome this limitation by avoiding the exhaustive enumeration
and analysis of all such paths through the model [13].

2.3 Compositional verification

Even though symbolic model checking extends the applicability of formal ver-
ification to some very large models, this is still insufficient for many models
associated with today’s IT systems. A complete model of our service from Fig-
ure 1, for instance, requires the parallel composition of:

– Four instances of the server model Mserver from Figure 3 (one for each of
Servers A, B, C and D). These model instances—denoted MserverA , MserverB ,
MserverC and MserverD—are obtained from the model Mserver in Figure 3 by
subscripting all its actions and atomic proposition parameters with A, B, C

and D, respectively (e.g., server downA or diskB).
– Two instances of the “Web-Application” model Mweb+app from Figure 4

(corresponding to the web and application instances deployed on Server A
and Server B, and denoted Mweb+appA

and Mweb+appB
).

– Two instances of the “Database” model Mdb from Figure 5 (MdbC and MdbD ,
corresponding to the Database instances on Servers C and D, respectively).

– The three-tier architecture model Mservice from Figure 6.

We implemented this composition as a monolithic model

M = MserverA ‖ MserverB ‖ MserverC ‖ MserverD ‖ Mweb+appA
‖

Mweb+appB
‖ MdbC ‖ MdbD ‖ Mservice

(5)
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Fig. 4. Model Mweb+app for the running example: the two Web and the two
App(lication) instances on Server A or B are down at the end of the analysed time
period if the server fails, the VM migration triggered by a warning is unsuccessful, or
the VMs running them fail.

for the probabilistic symbolic model checker PRISM [22], and the tool ran out
of memory when attempting to verify if the resulting 176,381,406,182,650-state
model satisfied the property “the probability that the service fails within a one-
year time interval is under 0.0005”.
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is down at the end of the analysed time period if the server fails, the VM migration
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This state explosion is avoided by compositional verification, a collection of
techniques that increase the size of the (component-based) systems that can be
model checked significantly. In its original form proposed in the seminal work
of Pnueli [29], compositional verification involves establishing that the parallel
composition of two models M1 ‖ M2 satisfies a global property G through veri-
fying two premises independently. The first premise is that M2 satisfies G when
it is part of a system that satisfies an assumption (i.e., property) A. The second
premise is that A is satisfied by the remainder of the system (i.e., by M1) un-
der all circumstances. This can be expressed formally as a proof tree by using
Pnueli’s generalisation [29] of the Hoare triple notation [23]:

〈true〉M1〈A〉, 〈A〉M2〈G〉
〈true〉M1 ‖ M2〈G〉 . (6)

The technique is termed assume-guarantee reasoning, to distinguish it from other
compositional verification approaches that have emerged more recently.

Given the importance of extending the applicability of model checking to
larger systems, assume-guarantee reasoning has received significant attention
from the research community [3, 14, 15, 21]. In particular, assume-guarantee rea-
soning has been extended to probabilistic systems [27], enabling the composi-
tional verification of probabilistic safety properties for parallel model compo-
sitions such as model (5) from our running example. The models used in this
extension of the technique are probabilistic automata (PAs) [30] of the form

Mi = (Si , s
0
i , αi , δi ,Li). (7)

As before, Si , s0i ∈ Si , αi and Li represent a finite set of states, the ini-
tial state, the action alphabet and an atomic-proposition labelling function,
respectively. However, the state transition relation Ti from the definition of
the Kripke model in (2) is replaced by a probabilistic state transition rela-
tion δi ⊆ Si × (αi ∪ {τ}) × Dist(Si), where Dist(Si) denotes the set of all
discrete probability distributions over the state set Si . The possible transi-
tions from a generic state s ∈ Si to another state in Si are given by the set
δi(s) = {(s, a, d) | (s, a, d) ∈ δi}. When the system is in state s, an element
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Fig. 6. Model Mservice for the running example: the service fails if all instances of any
of the Web, Application and Database “functions” fail.

(s, a, d) ∈ δi(s) is chosen nondeterministically, and the next state s ′ is selected
randomly according to the distribution d ∈ Dist(Si). This characteristic of prob-
abilistic automata is particularly useful for modelling LSCITS components, as
illustrated in Figure 7 for a physical server from our running example.

The analysis of PA properties requires the resolution of its nondeterministic
choices by means of adversaries, i.e., functions that map any finite path ending
in a generic state s ∈ Si to one of the discrete probability distributions in δi(s) or
“decide” to remain in state s. Given the set of all adversaries Advi of a PA model
Mi , we are typically interested in verifying a property related to the minimum
and/or maximum probability of an event over all adversaries in Advi . For the
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system in our running example, for instance, we want to establish that the PA
version of the parallel composition M in (5) satisfies

Pmin
≥0.9995[F ¬(web = 0 ∨ app = 0 ∨ db = 0)], (8)

namely that the minimum probability that none of the three service functions
fails, over all possible adversaries of M , is at least 0.9995.

The core probabilistic assume-guarantee rule introduced in [27] is a proba-
bilistic variant of (6):

〈true〉M1〈A〉≥p1
, 〈A〉≥p1

M2〈G〉≥p2

〈true〉M1 ‖ M2〈G〉≥p2

, (9)

where, given a model M and a probabilistic safety property 〈X 〉≥p , M |= 〈X 〉≥p
holds iff the minimum probability that X is satisfied over all adversaries of M
is at least p. A probabilistic safety property 〈X 〉≥p is specified by means of:

– A deterministic finite automaton (DFA) X err = (Q , αX , δX , q0,F ) with the
state set Q , alphabet αX , transition function δX : Q×αX → Q , initial state
q0 and accepting states F ⊆Q . The finite words accepted by X err specify the
sequences of actions associated with prefixes of paths that do not satisfy X .

– The rational probability bound p.

Consider, for instance, the server model Mserver from Fig. 3, its action alphabet
αserver = {disk op, cpu op, mem op, detect, warn, server up, server down},
and let 〈A1〉≥0.999 be the probabilistic safety property from eq. (4). The DFA
Aerr

1 and its regular language L(Aerr
1 ) of “bad prefixes” are shown in Fig 8(a).
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Fig. 8. Deterministic finite automata and regular expressions defining for the proba-
bilistic safety properties from the running example.

Given the DFAs Aerr and Gerr for the assumed and guaranteed probabilistic
safety properties in the proof rule (9), the verification of its two premises is
carried out as follows [27]:

– To verify 〈true〉M1〈A〉≥p1
quantitatively, the parallel composition of M1 and

Aerr is model checked to obtain 1−p1, the maximum probability of reaching
the (undesirable) accepting states of Aerr, over all adversaries of M1.

– To verify 〈A〉≥p1
M2〈G〉≥p2

, M2 is composed with both Aerr and Gerr. Because
the satisfaction of A with probability p1 and of G with probability p2 must



be analysed together, a technique called multi-objective model checking [18]
is then used. This technique produces 1 − p2, the maximum probability of
reaching the (undesirable) accepting states of Gerr, under the assumption
〈A〉≥p1 and over all adversaries of M2. These steps are described in detail in
[27], and automated in the latest version of the probabilistic symbolic model
checker PRISM [26].

To verify that model M from eq. (5) satisfies the probabilistic safety property
(8), we used the probabilistic assume-guarantee proof tree
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, (*)

〈true〉MserverC〈A1C ,A2C〉≥p1,p2

〈A1C ,A2C〉≥p1,p2MdbC
〈A6C〉≥p6

〈true〉MserverC ‖ MdbC
〈A6C〉≥p6

, (*)

〈true〉MserverD〈A1D ,A2D〉≥p1,p2

〈A1D ,A2D〉≥p1,p2
MdbD

〈A6D〉≥p6

〈true〉MserverD ‖ MdbD
〈A6D〉≥p6

, (*)

〈A3A,A4A,A5A,A3B,A4B,A5B,A6C,A6D〉≥p3,p4,p5,p3,p4,p5,p6,p6
Mservice〈G〉≥p7

〈true〉M 〈G〉≥p7

(#)

(10)

Notice that this proof tree represents a bottom-up reflection of the structure of
the real-world system from Figure 1, where:

– the probabilistic safety properties 〈A1A〉≥p1
to 〈A1D〉≥p1

, 〈A2A〉≥p2
to 〈A2D〉≥p2

,
etc. are defined by the DFAs in Figure 8 (with the appropiate subscript—A,

B, C or D—applied to their action names);
– the probabilities p1 to p7 were obtained using the probabilistic model checker

PRISM as described earlier;
– (*) denotes the application of the ASym-Mult probabilistic assume-guarantee

proof rule from [27];
– (#) marks the application of the new assume-guarantee proof rule that we

introduce in Appendix A.

We executed the verification steps for all premises in (10) on a Macbook
Pro laptop with 2.66 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor and 8GB of memory,
using the hardware failure probabilities reported in [32, 34] (pdisk fail = 0.0231,
pcpu fail = 0.0018 and pmem fail = 0.0231 for a one-year period of operation).3

3 The component failure probabilities in Figs. 3 and 7 were used only for illustration.



Table 1. Experimental results for the probabilistic assume-guarantee proof tree (10).
The probabilities associated with the assumed and guaranteed properties in (10) were
calculated for a one-year time interval, based on the hardware component failure prob-
abilities reported in [32, 34].

Verified model Number of states Result

MserverA−D 570 p1 = 0.999998
p2 = 0.999544

Mweb+appA−B
54 p3 = 0.999946

p4 = 0.997452
p5 = 0.997452

MdbC−D 13 p6 = 0.949954

Mservice 1035 p7 = 0.997482

The results of the verification and the size of the models verified are shown in
Table 1. As indicated by these results, the size of the state space for the verified
models ranged between 13 and 1035, which explains why each of the verification
steps completed in under one second. We anticipate that safety proporties for
systems comprising much larger numbers of servers, VMs per server, and function
instances per service could be verified using the approach, and we are planning
to confirm this experimentally in the future.

3 Reverification of safety properties for LSCITS

We showed in the previous section how compositional verification can be used to
verify safety properties of a class of systems that can potentially be very large.
However, size is not the only defining characteristic of LSCITS. LSCITS can be
seen as coalitions of systems whose components join and leave continually, and
within which frequent component selection and failure represent the norm rather
than an exception [9, 28, 31].

In this section, we present techniques for the calculation of the minimal
sequence of assume-guarantee premises that need to be reverified in response to
several of these key patterns of LSCITS change. To describe these techniques,
we will use the following additional notation:

– M, the set of PA models (7);
– P, the set of probabilistic safety properties;
– DFA, the set of deterministic finite automata;
– dfa : P → DFA, the function that maps each probabilistic safety property

to its defining deterministic finite automaton;
– prob : P → [0, 1], the function that maps each probabilistic safety property

to its associated probability (i.e., ∀〈X〉≥p ∈ P • prob(〈X 〉≥p) = p);
– mc : 2P ×M×DFA→ [0, 1], the quantitative model checking function that,

given a set of assumptions A ∈ 2P , a model M ∈ M and a deterministic
finite automaton Gerr ∈ DFA, ensures that 〈G〉≥p , i.e., M |= 〈G〉≥mc(A,M ,Gerr)

under the assumptions A;



– V ⊂ 2P×M×2P , the set of all verification steps that can appear as premises
in a probabilistic assume-guarantee proof tree; (A,M ,G) ∈ V iff A and G
are finite sets of assumed and guaranteed probabilistic safety properties for
the PA model M , respectively.

Note that 〈true〉 is a special element of P; when it is used as an assumption for
a model M ∈ M, dfa(〈true〉) is the one-state DFA that has the same alphabet
αM as M and does not accepts any word, i.e., dfa(〈true〉) = ({q0}, αM , {a ∈
αM •(q0, a) 7→ q0}, q0, {}) and prob(〈true〉) = 1. In the definition of the transition
function for dfa(〈true〉), we used the set comprehension notation {a ∈ αM •
(q0, a) 7→ q0} to build the set of mappings “(q0, a) 7→ q0” for all possible values
a ∈ αM . This notation, including its generalised form {declaration | predicate •
expression} will be used again in this section as a concise way of specifying sets
such as {x ∈ N | 5 ≤ x ≤ 20 • √x}, the set comprising the square root of all
natural numbers between 5 and 20.

We are interested in the finite sequences of verification steps (v1, v2, . . . , vn) ∈
seqV that correspond to probabilistic assume-guarantee proof trees, which we
term compositional verification tasks. A sequence (v1, v2, . . . , vn), where vi =
(Ai ,Mi ,Gi) ∈ V for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is a compositional verification task iff
the set of assumed properties for each of its verification steps comprises only
the special property 〈true〉 and properties guaranteed by preceeding verification
steps: Ai ⊆ {〈true〉} ∪G1 ∪G2 ∪Gi−1, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Using the notation introduced above, the compositional verification task (9)
from our running example can be specified as a nine-element sequence of verifi-
cation steps (v1, v2, . . . , v9), where

v1 = ({〈true〉},MserverA , {〈A1A〉≥p1
, 〈A2A〉≥p2

})
v2 = ({〈true〉},MserverB , {〈A1B〉≥p1

, 〈A2B〉≥p2
})

v3 = ({〈true〉},MserverC , {〈A1C〉≥p1
, 〈A2C〉≥p2

})
v4 = ({〈true〉},MserverD , {〈A1D〉≥p1

, 〈A2D〉≥p2
})

v5 = ({〈A1A〉≥p1 , 〈A2A〉≥p2},Mweb+appA
, {〈A3A〉≥p3 , 〈A4A〉≥p4 , 〈A5A〉≥p5})

v6 = ({〈A1B〉≥p1 , 〈A2B〉≥p2},Mweb+appB
, {〈A3B〉≥p3 , 〈A4B〉≥p4 , 〈A5B〉≥p5})

v7 = ({〈A1C〉≥p1
, 〈A2C〉≥p2

},MdbC , {〈A6C〉≥pA6
})

v8 = ({〈A1D〉≥p1
, 〈A2D〉≥p2

},MdbD , {〈A6D〉≥pA6
})

v9 = ({〈A3A〉≥p3
, 〈A4A〉≥p4

, 〈A5A〉≥p5
, 〈A3B〉≥p3

, 〈A4B〉≥p4
,

〈A5B〉≥p5 , 〈A6C〉≥p6 , 〈A6D〉≥p6},Mservice , {〈G〉≥p7})

(11)

3.1 Reverification of a sequence of verification steps

Consider a compositional verification task cv = (v1, v2, . . . , vn) ∈ seqV that was
completed successfully as described in the Section 2.3. The rest of this section
describes a technique for the derivation of the minimal sequence of verification
steps ∆cv ∈ seqV that need to be carried out to reverify the safety properties
associated with cv after different types of changes in the verified system.

We start by introducing a reverify function that takes as parameters:

1. a sequence of verification steps vs ∈ seqV; and



2. a set of guaranteed property changes of the form (g , g ′) ∈ P × P (where g
and g ′ are related properties before and after a system change, respectively)

and produces the minimum sequence of verification steps that need to be carried
out in order to reestablish the probabilistic safety properties from vs. We define
the function

reverify : seqV × 2P×P → seqV (12)

recursively on the size of the sequence of verification steps vs:

reverify((), changes) = ()

reverify((A,M ,G)a vs, changes) =

=

{
reverify(vs, changes), if A ∩ {(g , g ′) ∈ changes • g} = ∅
(A′,M ,G ′)a reverify(vs, changes ′), otherwise

(13)
where:

(i) A′ = {a ∈ A | ¬(∃(g , g ′) ∈ changes•a = g)}∪{(g , g ′) ∈ changes | g ∈ A•g ′}
is obtained by updating all the assumptions from A that changed;

(ii) G ′ = {x ∈ P | (∃ g ∈ G • dfa(x ) = dfa(g)) ∧ prob(x ) = mc(A′,M , dfa(g))}
is the new set of probabilistic safety properties guaranteed by the model M
given the changed assumed property set A′;

(iii) changes ′= changes∪{(g , g ′)∈G×G ′ | dfa(g) = dfa(g ′) ∧ prob(g ′)< prob(g)}
represents the new set of guaranteed property changes, which is obtained by
extending the old changes set with all pairs from G ×G ′ that correspond to
a decrease in a safety probability bound.

Throughout this section we assume that the goal of the reverification is to
establish whether the analysed system continues to satisfy given probabilistic
safety properties after changes. If the aim is instead to find the new probability
bounds for all safety properties, then prob(g ′) < prob(g) should be replaced with
prob(g ′) 6= prob(g) in the calculation of changes ′ above.

The cost of executing the reverify function has two components:

1. the cost of running the verification steps (A′,M ,G ′) from (13);
2. the cost of performing the set intersection from (13) and the calculations

from steps (i)–(iii) described above.

For each use of reverify in handling one of the LSCITS change patterns covered
later in this section, we will prove that reverify yields the minimum sequence of
verification steps required to reverify the analysed probabilistic safety properties.
Therefore, we focus here only on the second cost component. To evaluate this
cost component, we consider the execution of reverify(cv , changes) for a generic
compositional verification task cv and a generic property change set changes.
Without loss of generality, we assume that cv comprises n > 0 verification
steps, and that these n verification steps and the changes set taken together
contain m > 0 assumed and guaranteed probabilistic safety properties. Under



these assumptions, the set intersection A ∩ {(g , g ′) ∈ changes • g} from (13)
requires at most O(m2) time. Likewise, the two set comprehensions from step
(i) take at most O(m2) time even for the most basic implementation of set
membership queries. Building the set G ′ in step (ii) requires O(m) time (in
addition to the cost of executing mc(A′,M , dfa(g)), but this is part of the first
cost component). Finally, the cost of updating changes to changes ′ in step (iii)
requires again at most O(m2) time for the examination of the elements in G×G ′.
Due to the recursive reverify invocations, the operations analysed above are
performed n times, so the overall time complexity for the operations covered
by the second cost component is O(nm2). Note that, even for large values of n
and m, this represents a modest overhead compared to the first cost component,
which corresponds to executing the model checking operations mc(A′,M , dfa(g))
from (13). Since we will prove that the minimal set of such model checking
operations is executed in each scenario in which reverify is used in the remainder
of the section, we conclude that reverify is cost effective for the scenarios in which
it is used.

Having introduced and analysed the generic reverify function in (12)–(13),
we are ready to calculate the minimum sequences of verification steps required
after different types of LSCITS changes.

3.2 LSCITS component failure (or “departure”)

Suppose that the system component associated with model Mi from the verifica-
tion step vi of the compositional verification task cv = (v1, v2, . . . , vn) failed (or
left the system), where 1 ≤ i ≤ n. In this scenario, appropriately modified vari-
ants of some or all of the verification steps vi+1, vi+2, . . . , vn need to be redone.
The theorem below provides a method for the derivation of these verification
steps.

Theorem 1: The minimal sequence of verification steps that needs to be carried
out to reverify a compositional verification task cv = (v1, v2, . . . , vn) after the
failure of the component associated with its i -th verification step is

∆cv = reverify((vi+1, vi+2, . . . , vn), {g ∈ Gi • (g , 〈true〉)}). (14)

The proof of this theorem is included in Appendix A.

Returning to our running example, suppose that the database function on
server D is removed from the system because the service workload no longer
justifies maintaining two instances of the database. Since the verification step
associated with this component in (11) is v8, the sequence of verification steps
that need to be redone is given by

∆cv = reverify((v9), {(〈A6D〉≥p6
, 〈true〉)}). (15)



According to the reverify definition in (13), this is

∆cv = reverify(({〈A3A〉≥p3
, 〈A4A〉≥p4

, 〈A5A〉≥p5
, 〈A3B〉≥p3

, 〈A4B〉≥p4
,

〈A5B〉≥p5 , 〈A6C〉≥p6 , 〈A6D〉≥p6},Mservice , {〈G〉≥pG}),
{(〈A6D〉≥p6 , 〈true〉)})

= ({〈A3A〉≥p3
, 〈A4A〉≥p4

, 〈A5A〉≥p5
, 〈A3B〉≥p3

, 〈A4B〉≥p4
, 〈A5B〉≥p5

,

〈A6C〉≥p6 , 〈true〉},Mservice , {〈G〉≥p′7})a reverify((), changes ′)
= ({〈A3A〉≥p3

, 〈A4A〉≥p4
, 〈A5A〉≥p5

, 〈A3B〉≥p3
, 〈A4B〉≥p4

, 〈A5B〉≥p5
,

〈A6C〉≥p6
},Mservice , {〈G〉≥p′7})a ()

= ({〈A3A〉≥p3 , 〈A4A〉≥p4 , 〈A5A〉≥p5 , 〈A3B〉≥p3 , 〈A4B〉≥p4 , 〈A5B〉≥p5 ,
〈A6C〉≥p6},Mservice , {〈G〉≥p′7})

(16)
where the probability bounds p1 to p7 are those in Table 1,

p′7 = mc({〈A3A〉≥p3
, 〈A4A〉≥p4

, 〈A5A〉≥p5
, 〈A3B〉≥p3

, 〈A4B〉≥p4
, 〈A5B〉≥p5

,
〈A6C〉≥p6

},Mservice , dfa(〈G〉≥p7
))

and

changes ′ =

{{(〈A6D〉≥p6
, 〈true〉), (〈G〉≥p7

, 〈G〉≥p′7)}, if p′7 < p7

{(〈A6D〉≥p6 , 〈true〉)}, otherwise

Redoing the only verification step in (16) yields p′7 = 0.949943. Since p′7 <
p7 = 0.997482 (cf. Table 1), changes ′ = {(〈A6D〉≥p6

, 〈true〉), (〈G〉≥p7
, 〈G〉≥p′7)}

(although this updated set of changes is not used in the recursive invocation of
reverify , which is applied to the empty sequence of verification stepss).

3.3 LSCITS component change

Assume that the system component associated with model Mi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, from
the verification step vi of compositional verification task cv = (v1, v2, . . . , vn)
changed. The theorem below specifies the minimum sequence of verification steps
that need redone to re-establish the properties corresponding to cv .

Theorem 2: The minimal sequence of verification steps that needs to be carried
out to reverify a compositional verification task cv = (v1, v2, . . . , vn) after a
change in the component associated with its i -th verification step is

∆cv = (Ai ,M
′
i ,G

′
i)
a

reverify((vi+1, vi+2, . . . , vn),
{(g , g ′)∈Gi×G ′i |dfa(g)=dfa(g ′) ∧ prob(g ′)<prob(g)}),

(17)

where M ′
i represents the updated model for the changed system component and

G ′i = {x ∈ P | (∃ g ∈ Gi • dfa(g) = dfa(x )) ∧ prob(x ) = mc(Ai ,M
′
i , dfa(x ))}.

Proof The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1.
ut

To illustrate the application of the result in Theorem 2, suppose that the
service functions running on Server A from our running example are redeployed



on a different type of server (perhaps located in a different data centre). Suppose
that the new server has N ′DISK = 4 disks instead of NDISK = 3 disks for the
server from our original scenario, but that the N ′DISK new disks are less reliable,
i.e., p′disk fail = 0.0250 compared to pdisk fail = 0.0231 previously. According
to (17), the sequence of verification steps that need to be redone is

∆cv = ({〈true〉},M ′
serverA

, {〈A1A〉≥p′1 , 〈A2A〉≥p′2})a

reverify((v2, v3, . . . , v9), changes),

where M ′
serverA

is the updated model for Server A,

p′1 = mc({〈true〉},M ′
serverA

, dfa(〈A1A〉≥p1
)),

p′2 = mc({〈true〉},M ′
serverA

, dfa(〈A2A〉≥p2
)),

the probabilities p1 and p2 are those in Table 1, v2 to v9 are defined in (11), and

changes = {i ∈ N | 1 ≤ i ≤ 2 ∧ p′i < pi • (〈AiA〉≥pi
, 〈AiA〉≥p′i )}.

Executing the first verification step in ∆cv yields

p′1 = 1− 5.85E-8 (which is larger than p1 = 0.999998)
p′2 = 0.999984 (which is larger than p2 = 0.999544)

hence changes = {} and, since reverify((v2, v3, . . . , v9), {}) = (), no further veri-
fication step needs to be carried out.

3.4 LSCITS component joining

Suppose that a new component with model Mnew joins the system. Re-establishing
the probabilistic safety properties of the system requires updating any compo-
nent models that depend on Mnew , and carrying out verification steps for Mnew ,
these updated models, and any other models whose verification steps include as-
sumed properties that have changed. The minimal sequence of verification steps
that need to be carried out is given by the theorem below.

Theorem 3: Let Mnew be the model of a new component that joins a system
for which a composition verification task cv = (v1, v2, . . . , vn) was completed
successfully before this operation. Also, let Mi1 , Mi2 , . . . , Mim , m > 0, be the
models of the components that depend on Mnew , 1 ≤ i1 < i2 < . . . < im ≤ n, and
assume that their updated versions reflecting the presence of the new component
are M ′

i1
, M ′

i2
, . . . , M ′

im
. Under these circumstances, the minimal sequence of

verification steps that needs to be carried out to reverify cv is

∆cv = (Anew ,Mnew ,Gnew )a

reverify(((A′i1 ,M
′
i1
,Gi1), vi1+1, vi1+2, . . . , vi2−1,

(A′i2 ,M
′
i2
,Gi2), vi2+1, vi2+2, . . . , vi3−1,

. . .
(A′im ,M

′
im
,Gim ), vim+1, vim+2, . . . , vn),

{(g , gnew )∈P×Gnew |dfa(g)=dfa(gnew ) ∧ prob(g)=0}),

(18)



where Anew ⊆ ∪i1−1j=1 Gj ∪ {〈true〉} is the set of assumed properties for the
verification of the new system component, and A′ij ⊆ Aij ∪ {a ∈ P | (∃ g ∈
Gnew •dfa(a) = dfa(g)) ∧ prob(a) = 0} represents the new set of assumed prop-
erties for the model M ′

ij
, 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Note that A′ij \ Aij 6= {} for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m

since M ′
ij

depends on Mnew .

Proof We note first that the minimal sequence of verification steps must include
the verification step for the new component, i.e., (Anew ,Mnew ,Gnew ). Moreover,
this step can appear at the beginning of the sequence since its assumed property
set, Anew , consists of properties already established by the previously executed
compositional verification task cv . We also note that the assumed property sets
for the verification tasks v1 to vi1−1 are unchanged after the new component
joined the system. Accordingly, the use of a sequence of verification steps that
start at the i1-th component as the first argument for the reverify invocation
from (18) is correct. The rest of the proof shows that this invocation of reverify
yields the sequence of verification steps required to re-establish the probabilistic
safety properties in cv for the system components associated with the models
M ′

i1
, Mi1+1, Mi1+2, . . . , Mi2−1, M ′

i2
, Mi2+1, Mi2+2, . . . , Mim−1, M ′

im
, Mim+1,

Mim+2, . . . , Mn after the execution of the verification step (Anew ,Mnew ,Gnew ).
This part of the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1, and therefore not
included in the paper.

ut

Returning to our running example, suppose that the service is augmented
with a third database instance running on an additional server (Server E). The
first verification step from (v1, v2, . . . , v9) that is affected by this change is v9,
whose model needs to be updated to M ′

service . The new verification step for the
component that joined is

vnew = (Anew ,Mnew ,Gnew ) = ({〈A1E〉≥p1
, 〈A2E〉≥p2

},MdbE , {〈A6E〉≥p6
}),

so, according to Theorem 3,

∆cv = ({〈A1E〉≥p1
, 〈A2E〉≥p2

},MdbE , {〈A6E〉≥p6
})a

reverify(((A′9,M
′
service , {〈G〉≥p′7})), {(〈A6E〉≥0}, 〈A6E〉≥p6})})

with A′9 = {〈A3A〉≥p3
, 〈A4A〉≥p4

, 〈A5A〉≥p5
, 〈A3B〉≥p3

, 〈A4B〉≥p4
, 〈A5B〉≥p5

,
〈A6C〉≥p6 , 〈A6D〉≥p6 , 〈A6E〉≥0}. As a result,

∆cv = ({〈A1E〉≥p1
, 〈A2E〉≥p2

},MdbE , {〈A6E〉≥p6
})a

({〈A3A〉≥p3
, 〈A4A〉≥p4

, 〈A5A〉≥p5
, 〈A3B〉≥p3

, 〈A4B〉≥p4
,

〈A5B〉≥p5 , 〈A6C〉≥p6 , 〈A6D〉≥p6 , 〈A6E〉≥p6},M ′
service , {〈G〉≥p′7})

Carrying out the two verification steps yields p6 = 0.949954 (as for the other
database instances) and p′7 = 0.999861.



3.5 LSCITS component choice

Assume that the functionality of the i -th system component, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, can
be provided by m > 1 new concrete implementations of this component, each
characterised by different performance, reliability and cost. Let M 1

i , M 2
i , . . . M m

i

be the models associated with these functionally equivalent component imple-
mentations. Assume that the implementation that helps the system satisfy its
requirements with minimum cost needs to be identified.

Theorem 4: The minimal sequence of verification steps that needs to be carried
out to select the least expensive i -th component in the scenario described above
is

∆cv = (Ai ,M
1
i ,G

1
i )a

reverify((vi+1, vi+2, . . . , vn),

{(g , g ′)∈Gi×G1
i |dfa(g)=dfa(g ′) ∧ prob(g ′)<prob(g)})a

(Ai ,M
2
i ,G

2
i )a

reverify((vi+1, vi+2, . . . , vn),

{(g , g ′)∈Gi×G2
i |dfa(g)=dfa(g ′) ∧ prob(g ′)<prob(g)})a

. . .a

(Ai ,M
m
i ,Gm

i )a

reverify((vi+1, vi+2, . . . , vn),
{(g , g ′)∈Gi×Gm

i |dfa(g)=dfa(g ′) ∧ prob(g ′)<prob(g)}),
(19)

where G j
i = {x ∈ P | (∃ g∈Gi•dfa(g)=dfa(x )) ∧ prob(x )=mc(Ai ,M

j
i , dfa(x ))}

for 1 ≤ i ≤ m.

Proof Selecting the least expensive component requires the independent exam-
ination of the effect of changing Mi with each of the models M 1

i , M 2
i , . . . M m

i , in
order to identify the options that satisfy the requirements of the system. There-
fore, the minimal sequence of verification steps is obtained by concatenating the
minimal sequences of verification steps from Theorem 2 for models M 1

i to M m
i ,

as shown in (19).
ut

Returning again to our running example, suppose that the version of the
virtualisation middleware installed on Server A from Figure 1 can be selected
from three options. Assume that these options are associated with different levels
of functionality/configurability, and with different levels of reliability, reflected
in the probability pVM fail that a VM fails to operate correctly during a given
time period:

1. The latest stable version of the virtualisation software, which is characterised
by pVM fail = 0.05 for a one-year time period. As shown by the probabilities
annotating the state transitions associated with vm op actions in Figure 4,
this is the option used by model Mweb+appA

from our case study.



2. The latest beta version of the virtualisation middleware, which provides the
richest functionality and configurability, but which is also the least reliable,
with pVM fail = 0.1 for a one-year time period.

3. A highly reliable old version of the middleware that is characterised by
pVM fail = 0.01 over one year, but which lacks some of the monitoring
capabilities of the other two options.

The last two options mentioned above correspond to two new models M 1
web+appA

and M 2
web+appA

for verification step v5 from our compositional verification task
cv from eq. (11). According to Theorem 4, the minimal sequence of verification
steps required to assess the suitability these two new options is

∆cv = ({〈A1A〉≥p1
, 〈A2A〉≥p2

},M 1
web+appA

, {〈A3A〉≥p1
3
, 〈A4A〉≥p1

4
, 〈A5A〉≥p1

5
})a

reverify((v6, v7, v8, v9),

{(g , g ′)∈G5×G1
5 |dfa(g)=dfa(g ′) ∧ prob(g ′)<prob(g)})a

({〈A1A〉≥p1
, 〈A2A〉≥p2

},M 2
web+appA

, {〈A3A〉≥p2
3
, 〈A4A〉≥p2

4
, 〈A5A〉≥p2

5
})a

reverify((v6, v7, v8, v9),
{(g , g ′)∈G5×G2

5 |dfa(g)=dfa(g ′) ∧ prob(g ′)<prob(g)})

Carrying out the two verification steps shown explicitly above yields: p1
3 =

0.999852, p1
4 = p1

5 = 0.989953, p2
3 = 0.999952 and p2

4 = p2
5 = 0.999852.

Since the probability bounds for the original compositional verification task were
p3 = 0.999946 and p4 = p5 = 0.997452, we have

∆cv = ({〈A1A〉≥p1 , 〈A2A〉≥p2},M 1
web+appA

, {〈A3A〉≥p1
3
, 〈A4A〉≥p1

4
, 〈A5A〉≥p1

5
})a

reverify((v6, v7, v8, v9),

{(〈A3A〉≥p3 , 〈A3A〉≥p1
3
), (〈A4A〉≥p4 , 〈A4A〉≥p1

4
), (〈A5A〉≥p5 , 〈A5A〉≥p1

5
)})a

({〈A1A〉≥p1
, 〈A2A〉≥p2

},M 2
web+appA

, {〈A3A〉≥p2
3
, 〈A4A〉≥p2

4
, 〈A5A〉≥p2

5
})a

reverify((v6, v7, v8, v9), {})
= ({〈A1A〉≥p1

, 〈A2A〉≥p2
},M 1

web+appA
, {〈A3A〉≥p1

3
, 〈A4A〉≥p1

4
, 〈A5A〉≥p1

5
})a

({〈A3A〉≥p1
3
, 〈A4A〉≥p1

4
, 〈A5A〉≥p1

5
, 〈A3B〉≥p3 , 〈A4B〉≥p4 ,

〈A5B〉≥p5
, 〈A6C〉≥p6

, 〈A6D〉≥p6
},Mservice , {〈G〉≥p1

7
})a

({〈A1A〉≥p1
, 〈A2A〉≥p2

},M 2
web+appA

, {〈A3A〉≥p2
3
, 〈A4A〉≥p2

4
, 〈A5A〉≥p2

5
})a

()

= ({〈A1A〉≥p1
, 〈A2A〉≥p2

},M 1
web+appA

, {〈A3A〉≥p1
3
, 〈A4A〉≥p1

4
, 〈A5A〉≥p1

5
})a

({〈A3A〉≥p1
3
, 〈A4A〉≥p1

4
, 〈A5A〉≥p1

5
, 〈A3B〉≥p3 , 〈A4B〉≥p4 ,

〈A5B〉≥p5
, 〈A6C〉≥p6

, 〈A6D〉≥p6
},Mservice , {〈G〉≥p1

7
})a

({〈A1A〉≥p1 , 〈A2A〉≥p2},M 2
web+appA

, {〈A3A〉≥p2
3
, 〈A4A〉≥p2

4
, 〈A5A〉≥p2

5
}).

The only remaining verification step to carry out is the one in the middle, which
yields p1

7 = 0.997494, a value that is slightly lower than the probability bound
p7 = 0.997482 provided by the original choice of a virtualisation middleware
version for Server A.



4 Conclusion and future work

Large-scale complex IT systems (LSCITS) are notoriously difficult to verify for-
mally. Their extremely large state spaces, continual changes and nondeterminis-
tic behaviour challenge not only the scalability of existing verification techniques,
but also the validity of the traditional approach of performing the verification
offline, typically at design time. While an increasing number of compositional
verification techniques address the scalability challenge, less research has ex-
plored the effect that continual change has on the verification of LSCITS.

This paper overviewed assume-guarantee compositional verification in the
context of a case study from the area of cloud computing, and presented a for-
malism for specifying several classes of change that are common to LSCITS. We
showed how this formalism can be used to generate the sequence of verification
steps that need to be (re-)done after each type of change, and illustrated the
application of this approach for several scenarios from our case study.

Our future work will focus on extending the change specification formalism to
other classes of LSCITS change (e.g., changes in requirements), and on validating
it in additional case studies. In the longer term, we envisage the integration of the
approach with online learning techniques supporting change detection [7, 17] and
with techniques for learning the assumptions for its sequence of compositional
verification steps [15, 19].

Finally, an important challenge for our compositional reverification approach
is the availability of suitable models for the components of the analysed LSCITS.
In the work presented in this paper, we assumed that such models were available
for all LSCITS components, including those joining the system “on the fly”.
Clearly, this assumption does not hold in many real-world scenarios. Significant
future research is therefore needed to devise techniques that can learn these
models from observations of the running system, or at least automate their
synthesis from domain-specific descriptions of the LSCITS components.
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Appendix A

A.1 Additional probabilistic assume-guarantee proof rule

The proposition below introduces the assume-guarantee proof rule (#) that we
used in eq. (9). To prove the rule we use the following additional notation:

– Prσi

Mi
(Ai) represents the probability that model Mi satisfies the safety prop-

erty Ai for a fixed adversary σi ∈ Advi .
– Given an adversary σ ∈ AdvM1‖M2‖...‖Mx

, σ �Mi∈ Advi denotes the projection
of σ onto Mi , 1 ≤ i ≤ x .

Proposition 1: If M1, M2, . . . , Mk are probabilistic automata, and 〈A1〉≥p1
,

〈A2〉≥p2
, . . . , 〈Ak 〉≥pk

are probabilistic safety properties such that αAi
⊆ αMi

for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k −1 and αAk
⊆ αMk

∪αA1 ∪αA2 ∪ . . .∪αAk−1
, then the following

proof rule holds:

〈true〉M1〈A1〉≥p1

〈true〉M2〈A2〉≥p2

. . .
〈true〉Mk−1〈Ak−1〉≥pk−1

〈A1,A2, . . . ,Ak−1〉≥p1,p2,...,pk−1
Mk 〈Ak 〉≥pk

〈true〉M1 ‖ M2 ‖ . . . ‖ Mk 〈Ak 〉≥pk

(20)

Proof Starting from the hypothesis, we have:

∀ i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k − 1} • ∀σi ∈ AdvMi
• Prσi

Mi
(Ai) ≥ pi

(according to the definition of 〈true〉Mi〈Ai〉≥pi )
⇒
∀ i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k − 1} • ∀σ ∈ AdvM1‖M2‖...‖Mk−1

• Pr
σ�Mi

Mi
(Ai) ≥ pi

(since σ �Mi∈ AdvMi )
⇒
∀ i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k − 1} • ∀σ ∈ AdvM1‖M2‖...‖Mk−1

• PrσM1‖M2‖...‖Mk−1
(Ai) ≥ pi

(by part (a) of Lemma 1 from [27], since αAi
⊆ αMi

)
⇒
∀σ ∈ AdvM1‖M2‖...‖Mk−1

• PrσM1‖M2‖...‖Mk−1
(A1) ≥ p1 ∧ . . .∧

∧PrσM1‖M2‖...‖Mk−1
(Ak−1) ≥ pk−1

(rewrite of the previous step)
⇒
〈true〉M1‖M2‖. . .‖Mk−1〈A1,A2, . . . ,Ak−1〉≥p1,p2,...,pk−1

(by definition)
⇒
〈true〉M1 ‖ M2 ‖ . . . ‖ Mk 〈Ak 〉≥pk

(by applying the ASym-Mult rule from [27])

ut



A.2. Proof of Theorem 1

Theorem 1: The minimal sequence of verification steps that needs to be carried
out to reverify a compositional verification task cv = (v1, v2, . . . , vn) after the
failure of the component associated with its i -th verification step is

∆cv = reverify((vi+1, vi+2, . . . , vn), {g ∈ Gi • (g , 〈true〉)}). (21)

Proof We start by observing that, according to the recursive definition of
reverify from (13), ∆cv can be rewritten as:

∆cv = ∆cv1 a reverify((vi+1, vi+2, . . . , vn), changes0)

= ∆cv2 a reverify((vi+2, vi+3, . . . , vn), changes1)
= . . .

= ∆cvn−i+1
a reverify((), changesn−i+1),

(22)

where ∆cv1 = (), changes1 = {g ∈ Gi • (g , 〈true〉)} and, for 1 < j ≤ n − i + 1,
∆cj and changesj are obtained by carrying out the calculations defined by (13).
We will prove the following intermediate results by induction on the value of j :

1. ∆cj is the minimal sequence of verification steps required to re-establish the
probabilistic safety properties associated with the first i + j − 1 elements of
cv ;

2. changesj is the set of all changes in the probabilistic safety properties guar-
anteed by models M1, M2, . . . , Mi+j−1,

for j = 1, 2, . . . ,n − i + 1. The theorem will then follow immediately from the
fact that ∆cvn−i+1 is “the minimal sequence of verification steps required to re-
establish the probabilistic safety properties associated with the first i + (n − i +

1)−1 = n elements of cv”, since ∆cv = ∆cvn−i+1
areverify((), changesn−i+1) =

∆cvn−i+1
a () = ∆cvn−i+1.

The base case, corresponding to j = 1, is straightforward:

1. ∆cv1 = () since the verification steps v1, v2, . . . , vi−1 do not need to be
redone (as their assumption sets A1, A2, . . . , Ai−1 do not contain any prop-
erties guaranteed by the failed component), and vi does not need to be redone
(because we already know that it corresponds to the failed component);

2. changes1 = {g ∈ Gi • (g , 〈true〉)} since none of the properties guaranteed
by M1, M2, . . . , Mi−1 has changed, and all properties in Gi , which were
guaranteed by the failed component, need to be replaced with the property
that does not offer any guarantees, i.e., 〈true〉.

Suppose now that ∆cj and changesj satisfy our two properties for a value of
j such that 1 ≤ j < n − i + 1. We will prove that the two properties are also
satisfied by ∆cj+1 and changesj+1.



According to the notation introduced in (22) and to the definition of reverify
from (13),

∆cj+1 = ∆cj a
{

(), if Ai+j ∩ changesj = ∅
(A′i+j ,M ,G ′i+j ), otherwise

(23)

and

changesj+1 = changesj ∪
{} if Ai+j ∩ changesj = ∅
{(g , g ′)∈Gi+j×G ′i+j | dfa(g)=dfa(g ′) ∧

prob(g ′)<prob(g)} otherwise

(24)

where

– A′i+j = {a ∈ Ai+j | ¬(∃(g , g ′) ∈ changesj • a = g)} ∪ {(g , g ′) ∈ changesj |
g ∈ Ai+j • g ′};

– G ′i+j = {x ∈ P | (∃ g ∈ Gi+j • dfa(x ) = dfa(g)) ∧ prob(x ) = mc(A′i+j ,
Mi+j , dfa(g))}.

We analyse each of the two cases above in turn, recalling the fact that, according
to the inductive hypothesis, changesj is the set of all changes in the probabilistic
safety properties guaranteed by models M1 to Mi+j−1:

– The case Ai+j ∩ changesj = ∅ corresponds to the scenario in which the as-
sumptions for the verification step vi+j are unchanged. Therefore, the mini-
mal sequence of verification steps for models M1 to Mi+j coincides in this case
with the minimal sequence of verification steps for models M1 to Mi+j−1, i.e.,
with ∆cvj (according to the inductive hypothesis). Since ∆cvj+1 = ∆cvj , it
follows that, in this case, ∆cvj+1 satisfies the first required property. Fi-
nally, no probabilistic safety properties guaranteed by Mi+j changed, so
changesj+1 = chagesj satisfies the second required property.

– The second case (i.e., Ai+j ∩ changesj 6= ∅) corresponds to the scenario in
which at least one of the assumptions for the verification step vi+j changed,
hence the model Mi+j needs to be reverified against the updated set of
assumptions A′i+j defined above, yielding the new guaranteed probabilistic
safety properties in G ′i+j . The minimal set of verification steps to be re-
done for models M1 to Mi+j consists of all the verification steps that need
to be redone for models M1 to Mi+j−1 (i.e., ∆cvj ) and the additional step
(A′i+j ,Mi+j ,G

′
i+j ). This is precisely ∆cvj+1, so the first required property

is also satisfied in the second case. Finally, we note again that changesj the
set of all changes in the probabilistic safety properties guaranteed by M1 to
Mi+j−1, and that the set {(g , g ′)∈Gi+j×G ′i+j | dfa(g)=dfa(g ′) ∧ prob(g ′)<
prob(g)} contains precisely the changes to the probabilistic safety properties
guaranteed by Mi+j . Therefore, the union of these two sets (i.e., changesj+1)
represents the set of all changes in the probabilistic safety properties guar-
anteed by models M1 to Mi+j .

ut


